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Introduction
Foot fetishists will rejoice when they cum across Foot Favors, a porn site whose sole focus is to provide
foot lovers with footage of the hottest foot jobs on the Net.  These foot fanatics love nothing more than
sucking on bare toes and licking pretty female soles until they deposit a huge load of sticky goo all over
sexy bare feet and heels!  

Adult Review
Foot Favors offers 51 scenes that are completely focused on hot sluts and their feet.  Any and all sexual feats that can be
performed with a hot slut�s feet are explored and documented for your horny viewing pleasure.  And every scene features an
enthusiastic foot job that ends with his hard penis pumping a huge load all over her pretty little toes and ankles!<br />  <br /> 
The videos at Foot Favors average about 12 minutes in length and can all be both streamed and downloaded in several
different formats.  MPGs and WMVs are offered as either full length scenes or in clips that are a few minutes long each.  No
DRM is used, and the highest quality format is 640 x 480.  New foot job scenes are being introduced every two weeks.<br /> 
<br />  All episodes also feature high quality photo galleries as well as screen captures.  Most of the Foot Favors photo
galleries have about 100 individual pictures, that are shot with high end digital cameras and presented in an impressive 1024
x 680 format.  There are plenty of high resolution pics that focus on these whores' heels and toes and sexy bare feet.  Toe
sucking is also featured nicely in most of the sets. <br />  <br />  The monthly membership fee at Foot Favors is $29.95. Full
monthly membership will also get you access to all of the included porn sites that appear on the right side of this review. So
kick up your feet and prepare to spend some quality foot fetish time watching petite little feet getting put to a fuck-tastic use!

Porn Summary
If you're looking for the sexiest soles and most fantastic feet the web has to offer, take off your shoes, kick up your feet and
prepare to spend lots of free time at Foot Favors, where foot jobs and toe sucking are yours to explore!
  

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Girls who know how to stroke it with their arches and toes!'
Quality: 83  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 84
Support: 85 Unique: 86    Taste: 81        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
Extreme Porn Pass (87) ,Ticklish Spots (87) ,Rough Her Up (86) ,Veggie Bang (86) ,Twisted Objects (83) ,Stretching
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